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Richard M. Weaver believed that values are inherent in any rhetoric
including the rhetoric of the rhetorical critic. This paper sets forth a
Weaverian model of ethical criticism based on standards for ethical rhetoric
which can be applied to rhetorical critics' critiques in order to classify
types of critics in light of their value system (philosophical orientation or
metaphysics).



The contemporary rhetorician Richard M. Weaver,1 in criticizing modern

Western culture, bemoans the absence of knowledge about good and evil,

attributing culture's troubles to "the appalling problem, when one comes to

actual cases, of getting men to distinguish between better and worse." He

continues,

Are people today provided with a sufficiently rational scale of values
to attach these predicates with intelligence? There is ground for
declaring that modern man has become a moral idiot. So few are those
who care to examine their lives, or to accept the rebuke which comes of
admitting that our present state may be a fallen state, that one
questions whether people now understand what is meant by the
superiority of an ideal.2

For Weaver, a value system gives meaning to life and pervades all that is said

and done. This belief in the primacy of values is manifested in Weaver's

emphasis on ethical rhetoric.

As rhetoric confronts us with choices involving values, the rhetorician
is a preacher to us, noble if he tries to direct our passion toward
noble ends and base if he uses our passion to confuse and degrade us.
Since all utterance influences us in one or the other of these
directions, it is important that the direction be the right one, and it
is better if this lay preacher is a master of his art.3

In Weaver's view, values are inseparable from rhetoric. To be a

rhetorician is to direct toward good or evil. To be a rhetorical critic is to

determine whether that direction is the "right one" and/or to judge whether

the rhetorician "is a master of his art." That judgment will in turn be an

exercise of choice in directing toward good or evil: the critic will choose

certain words over others to judge the quality, the oughtness or the

rightness of the particular rhetoric under consideration. The rhetorical

critic's product is thus shaped by the critic; the product reflects the

attitudes and values of the critic. In Seneca's words, "As man speaks, so is

he." Weaver states it differently:
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As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he morally and
intellectually. Once this truth is appreciated you find that
you can judge a man not wholly by the specific thing he asks
for but also by the way he asks for it. And the latter insight
is sometimes very revealing.4

And because ultimately, "our conception of metaphysical reality finally

governs our conception of everything else,"c' the rhetorical critic's rhetoric

will itself be a reflection of the critic's view of reality. Thus the

question this article will address follows: can a Weaverian model of ethical

criticism based on standards for ethical rhetoric be applied to rhetorical

critics' critiques in order to classify types of critics in light of their

value system (philosophical orientation or metaphysics)?

Richard Weaver says very little about rhetorical criticism as such;

however, he implies throughout his writings that it has important functions.

In speaking about literary criticism, a close relative of rhetorical

criticism, Weaver states, "Criticism is the looking over and the assessment

of what has been done in creative hours . . Weaver offers further

enlightenment on criticism when he speaks as a critic. He refers to elements

of criticism which involve a study of "rhetorical structure" and an

"imaginative interpretation."6

Generally, three functions of criticism have emerged to justify its

existence. Albert J. Croft identifies them as the historical, creative, and

evaluative functions.7 Historical criticism usually entails an investigation

into the background of the issue:, the present situation, and the immediate

constraints of the particular time period in which the rhetoric was presented

as well as a probe into who the rhetor was. Historical criticism is useful

in presenting a view of what society was like and what issues were important

at that time, and this enables the critic to determine the appropriateness

and functionality of the rhetoric.

2
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The second function of criticism according to Croft is its creativity:
criticism serves "to re-examine, re-evaluate, and if possible co modify
contemporary rhetorical theory through the examination of the adaptive
processes in speeches.

. . . "8 This criticism
contributes to rhetoricalthec:y by holding up the theory to actual

practice in order to discover
discrepancies or similarities. In that process of discovery,

oftentimes newtheory is generated

The evaluative function of criticism is perhaps the most important, atleast to traditionalists.9
Bryant observes, " . . . most rhetorical as well

as poetic treatises.
works of critical theory, are couched in the terms of

excellent product, the criteria of the admirable, the effective, the proper:the ideal tragedy, oration, argument."1° The use of this kind of language
implies the central role that evaluation plays in rhetorical criticism.
Thonssen, Baird, and Braden in Speech Criticism further emphasize evaluation
noting that " rhetorical

criticism contains both a process or method and a
judgment." They identify four types of criticism: impressionistic,
analytic, synthetic, and judicial. The impressionistic is the least
preferred, while the judicial, which "combines the aims of analytic and
synthetic inquiry with the all-important element of evaluation and
interpretation of results," is the most preferred.11

In a similar vein, Marie Hochmuth Nichols contends that the critic hasthe following responsibility: He must serve his society
and himself by

revealing and evaluating the public speaker's interpretation of the world
around him and the peculiar means of expressing

that interpretation to his
generation.12 The critic's job, then, is not only to determine what it is
that the speaker has done but also to arrive at a judgment about the speaker
and the speech. Thus a critic makes choices as to the extent of the
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critique, and those choices are reflective of the unique beliefs of the

critic as to what is to be included or what is valuable. As Weaver states

it, ". . . one may reveal one's whole system of philoscphy by the stand one

takes on what is pertinent."13

WEAVERIAN MODEL OF ETHICAL CRITICISM

Given these functions of rhetorical criticism a Weaverian model of

criticsm which could be a tool for the critic of criticism would have three

stages or levels: description/reconstruction, analysis and evaluation. These

levels, which reflect much of Weaver's rpproach to criticism, build upon each

other in a process-like movement with the lowest level being

description/reconstruction and the highest being evaluation.

The first stage involves description and/or reconstruction of the act or

situation because every act of rhetoric is bounded by the immediate

constraints of the situation. Weaver points out the importance of those

constraints when he says that the rhetorician ought "to recognize

circumstances, which are somewhat determinative in all historical

questions."14 For just as the rhetorician "is compelled to modulate by the

peculiar features of an occasion,"15 and becomes "therefor- cognizant of the

facts of the situations and is at least understanding of popular

attitudes, "16 so too, the critic must examine these factors through a process

of description and reconstruction of the situation. This examination is

primary to the critical process because of its role in creating an

understanding of both the situation to which the rhetoric was addressed and

of the general characteristics of the rhetor. Weaver, when specifically

operating as a rhetorical critic, suggests looking at "the rhetorical

situation, which must be described in some detail."17 Naturally

description/reconstruction will involve identification in that the critic must



identify elements that constitute the situation, including obvious information

about the rhetorician such as general appearance or admitted characteristics.

This identification, however, requires the least amount of critical thinking

in that it is mere concerned with the obvious.

The next element of this model is analysis. In the first stage the

critic generally identifies the rhetor and the rhetor_cal situation, but in

the analysis stage the critic delves, in greater depth, into the nature of

the rhetor and the situation thus exploring how the rhetoric is constructed

and learning more about what has occurred. And, says Weaver "the process of

learning involves interpretation."18 The interpretation of how and what the

rhetoric is then becomes the critic's product and will itself reflect the

unique analytical capabilities of the critic. It is this product, which in

turn becomes a unique rhetoric, that the critic's critic will be able to

examine. This second critic's tools for assessing the analysis stage can

include Weaver's standards for ethical rhetoric which will be identified in

the next section.

The final stage of evaluation, based on responsible description/

reconstruction and analysis, gives meaning and purpose to criticism. It is

vitally important to responsible criticism that evaluation tale place only

after the critic has an understanding of the situation and object upon which

he is about to make an evaluative judgment. Once that understanding is

established, however, an evaluation should be made. Obviously, evaluation

can take different forms and different degrees, but in the Weaverian model

each form finds its meaning in the metaphysical reality of goodness and

truth. (Weaver never defines clearly all of the characteristics of the

"correct" metaphysical dream.) Every judgment will be made in reference to

the ideal conception of the way the world ought to be because the

5
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metaphysical dream sanctions distinctions between good and bad.19 Hence, the

judgment ultimately will be an evaluative one in that the worth or value of

the thing being judged will be determined in comparison to the ideal.

Nevertheless the entire critical proCess from description to evaluation

demonstrates that the critic has unique power.

The critic enc37.,:i with meaning the phenomencn to which he
attends. We say that he endows it because the meaning shaped in
his descriptions is one among several possibilities. In the
very act of singling out from among the welter of his
experiences those aspects he will set forth as constituting a
phenomenon . . . he begins to shape the meaning of the
phenomenon for anyone who attends to his critique.20

Even in the selection process the critic must evaluate the possibilities

available in order to judge which ought to be selected for the description.

Given the three stages in the Weaverian model of criticism it is

apparent that evaluation cannot exist without description/reconstruction and

analysis. However, the final goal of criticism is some sort of evaluation.

That may not always take the form of a value judgment of the rhetoric's worth;

evaluation may involve conclusions regarding the rhetoric's place in history,

its immediate or long term effect on the receivers, its worth as an art form,

its contribution to theory, or finally, its demonstration of deference to the

metaphysical reality. Ultimately, all judgments will, to one degree or

another, demonstrate that deference, by reflecting one's vision of how things

ought to be. As Weaver states it, a speaker "is going to express his

philosopy, or more precisely, his metaphysics. . ." whenever he tries to

persuade.21

What makes either critic's criticism ethical then is the exercising of

the evaluation stage of the criticism model. However, before discussing how

the critic's critic can use this model to classify critics it is important to

see that there are two dynamics at work. When operating on the evaluation
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level, the critic's critic will be treating the first rhetorical criticism as

a rhetorical work in its own right and so can evaluate it according to the

Weaverian model of criticism. Consequently, the second dynamic requires the

critic's critic to assess how the original critic's tools, i.e. Weaver's

standards for ethcal rhetoric, were applied and how well they were applied.

Thus it becomes necessary to identify actu..1 standards for ethical rhetoric.

However, because Weaver does not always clearly identify standards, many must

be inferred from his writings.22

STANDARDS FOR ETHICAL RHETORIC

Acknowledging the Metaphysical Reality of Truth

Perhaps Weaver's all-encompassing standard for ethical rhetoric (and as

criticism is also rhetoric--criticism), the one to which all others owe

deference, is the obligation for the rhetorician to acknowledge the

metaphysical reality of truth, the ideal good.23 For Weaver believes that the

metaphysical reality, chat which deals with philosophical questions of first

principles, is the highest essence of existence. "The reality ich excites

us is an idea, . . . It is our various supposals about a matter which give it

24meaning. . These ideas of the nature of the reality which exists

relationally to, but autonomously from, the physical world constitute a

person's metaphysical dream. Defined more specifically, it "is an intuitive

feeling about the immanent nature of reality, and this is the sanction to

which both ideas and beliefs are ultimately referred for verification."25

Because "our conception of metaphysical reality finally governs our

conception of everything else," it is thus a ubiquitous dream independent of

a higher referent.26

Although this description of the metaphysical dream may appear to be an

latangible criterion for an ethical standard, Weaver does offer further
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explanation of the relationships between metaphysical reality, hierarchy,

authority and distinctions which provide a more concrete foundation on which a

critic may build an a-,alysis.

A metaphysical reality which justifies one's ideas about the world

implies a hierarchical ordering of ideas and beliefs. For, states Weaver,

"if society is something which can be understood, it must have structure; if

it has structure, it must have hierarchy."27 At the top of the structure is

truth (which is a synonym for logos28), and truth involves affirming a

metaphysical reality. Ultimately, Weaver is forced to beg the question;

nevertheless, he notes that his argument, though it might be circular, is

operating at a level that is too often igno-:ed or depreciated.

Hierarchical ordering of goods, of values, and of positions of authority

is essential to the functioning of any society; it provides a framework for

thfa operation of distinction and prejudice. Distinction allows for the

existence of value judgments which distinguish between good and bad, better

and worse. This is the rhetorical critic's job--to make judgments--because,

says Weaver, "rhetorical expression . . . deals in prejudice and in nothing

else."29

Weaver's discussion in praise of Lincoln's rhetoric emphasizes his

position that there are times when choices must be made, distinctions need to

be clarified. Therefore, there is no such thing as an "excluded middle."3°

Weaver contends,

the heart of Lincoln's statesmanship, indeed, lay in his
perception that on some matters one has to say "yes" or "no,"
that one has to accept an alternative to the total exclusion of
the other, . . .

. . . Lincoln's position was not one of "tolerance," . . . It

was a definite insistence upon right, with no regard for
latitude and longitude in moral questions. For Lincoln such
questions could neither be relativistically decided nor held in
abeyance. There was no middle ground.31
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Thus rhetoric which attempts no decision, or which tries to "straddle the

fence," would be ethically questionable.

Determining the rhetor's basic worldview or presupposition about the

nature of existence is not always easy. However, by assessing the product in

light of the metaphysical reality of hierarchy and distinction with the truth

or ideal as the central authority, making that determination is possible.32

Weaver contends that there are three possible views from which humans operate:

brutality, sentimentality, or the unsentimental sentiment.33 Ultimately,

brutality and sentimentality combine because they both operate at the

periphery of reality, the sensate level. The unsentimental sentiment, however.

functions through intuition and faith on what might be called a spiritual

level and .s also referred to as one's metaphysical dream.

Weaver provides labels for people who have demonstrated these three

attitudes at various times in history. 34 The unsentimental sentiment is

apparent in the "philosophic doctor" (similar to Plato's philosopher king) who

was prominent in the Middle Ages as the "possessor of highest leaining." This

person was capable of comprehending principles and could deal with ultimate

questions which in turn placed him at the top of the hierarchy of knowledge.

Next, society witnessed the idealist who is characterized by the Southern

gentleman. The gentleman's idealism, says Weaver, is good, but it lacks an

authoritative metaphysic. Finally, Weaver identifies the barbarian who is

characterized by egotism rid an obsession with materialism and fragmentation.

Weaver places the scientist of contemporary times who fails to consider deeper

implications into this category because the scientist is primarily concerned

with that particular knowledge which is objectively verifiable. Because the

term "scientist" has vocational connotations, beaver also employs the term

"spoiled child" to one who is seeking immediate gratification and is thus



content with peripheral knowledge of a collection of facts rather than the

wisdom which comes from understanding general principles.35

Bee., -e of the interwoven relationships ue, -en humans' world views,

humans' very nature, and their words, a standard for ethical rl- .etoric must

encompass the ought, that tertium quid to which humans turn to legitimize and

jt31-ify their words and deeds. There is, states Weaver, the "rhetorical

speaker's obligation toward the ideal. . . .

1136 The standard of measurement

fer ethical rhetoric then involves the following questions: Is this

:rticular rhetoric reflecting a lower level of sentimentality, o--,, which is

focused primarily on the sensate level of existerp.e9 Or, is the rhetoric

cognizant of order and hierarchical structure in xistence which,

consequently,identifies resemblances to, and pein in the direction of,

ultimate good?

Audience Adaptation

For Weaver a standard of audience adaptation me -is rhetors have a

responsibility to adapt their message to , particular a hence in a specific

situation.

It is part of the conditio humana that we live at particular
times and in particular places. These are productive of special
or unique urgencies, which the speaker has got to recognize and
to estimate. Hence, just as man from the point of view of
rhetoric is not purely a thinking machine, or a mere seat of
rationality, so he is not a creature abstracted from time and
elace.37

Elsewhere Weaver states, "the -rue rhetorician as a noble lover of the good,

is compelled to modulate by the peculiar features of an occasion, this is

his method."32 Rhetoric (and the rhetorical criticism) which fails to

consider the unique audience and situation would then be ethically suspect.

Hierarchy of Arguments

The first two standards are quite general in their application; however,
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Weaver also refers to the ethical nature of the specific content of speech.

An aspect which he has examined at length is one's choice of the type of

argument to be used. He believes there are four general ways of looking at

reality. "The first three are usually expressed in the language of

philosophy, as being, cause, and relationship. The fourth, which stands apart

from these because it is an external source, is testimony and authority..39

Having identified these he notes that "the reasoner reveals his philosophical

position by the source of argument which appears most often in his major

premise because the major premise tells us how he is thinking about the

world.""

Accordingly, there is a hierarchy of preferable arguments with an

argument from definition being the highest because it deals "with fundamental

and unchanging properties."41 Although consideration of the audience may

influence one's choice of argument, because argument from definition comes

closest to reflecting the hierarchical center of reality, the habitual use of

it would be the most ethical kind of argument.

Thy. next category in the hierarchical scheme is that of relationship or

similitude. This argument can be very good because it tends to unify the

world in the perspective of analogy. And analogies, if we are being

realistic, form the basis of "our profoundest intuitions. n42

The third type of argument in the hierarchy is cause and effect. Weaver

notes that "we all have to use it because we are historical men."43 However,

he finds that those who use it habitually tend to be pragmatists. What he

terms as "an even less admirable subvariety of this source [cause-effect] is

the appeal to circumstance, which is the least philosophical of all the topics

of argument." Consequently, it is the least ethical because "it simply cites

a brute circumstance, . ." and does nothing to point toward the metaphysical

11
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reality. 44

The final category is one which is considered an external source because

of its use of testimony or authority. The problem with this category is that

one must determine the validity or status of the authority. "The sound

maxim," notes Weaver, "is that an argument based on authority is as good as

the authority." its ethical nature is determined by whether or not the

arguments "are deferential toward real 1-ierarchy. u45

Ultimate Terms

Another frequently discussed standard for ethical rhetoric (criticism)

is the rhetorician's choice of terms. Weaver continually points out that

rhetoric has intention and that noble rhetoric's intention is to point toward

ultimate metaphysical reality. His treatment of arguments in regard to this

reality is based on examining propositions, but he notes that "a single term

is an incipient proposition, .

,,46
. . Thus the choice of terms, the naming

process which is involved in rhetoric also becomes highly related to the

rhetorician's moral character.

There are three categories of ultimate terms: "god" terms, "devil"

terms, and "charismatic" terms. The "god" term is ". . . that expression

about which all other expressions are ranked as subordinate and serving

dominations and powers. Its force imparts to the others their lesser degree

of force, and fixes the scale by which degrees of comparison are

understood."47 The god term has incredible power to legitimize ideas,

positions, and actions because it draws from accepted cultural values, playing

on the audience's "sense of history," on their ability to remember how that

particular term has proved to be positive in the past, and thereby associates

that positive past to the present. The opposite "devil" term is capable of

turning away from the hierarchy of reality toward a level of sensate

12
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existence. The "charismatic" term has "a power which is not derived, but

which is in some mysterious way given. . ."48 It has a power to evoke

emotional support.

Because of the terms' power to direct people toward good or evil or the

power to lead them to agree with the individual who is espousing them, Weaver

holds that an ethical rhetorician (critic) will choose his terms carefully,

being ever cognizant of their power. They must be ultimate terms in regard

to a ra'zional vision of the hierarchical structure of reality.

Language Use

The final standard used to determine if the rhetoric(ian) (critic) is

ethical is to test how language is used. Attempting to disguise language as

neutral or making unwarranted "semantic shifts" is unethical.49 Weaver

contends that language is a covenant.

A covenant--and I like, in this connection, the religious
ov,rtocies of the word--binds us at deeper levels and involves
some kind of confrontation of reality. . . . As long as the
convention is in effect, it has to be respected like any other
rule, and this requires that departures from it must justify
themselves.50

Because language is so closely related to the spiritual, metaphysical reality

in that it reflects the ideal ought, Weaver bec.rnes outraged at the thought of

those who arbitrarily assign words new meanings without regard for the ideal

which they reflect.

A conscientious user of language will also be cognizant of the "rhetoric

of grammar." Weaver describes the influence of grammar on language use.

Rhetoric in its practice is a matter of selection and
arrangement, but conventional grammar imposes restraints upon
both of these. All this amounts to saying what every sensitive
user of language has sometimes felt; namely, that language is
not a purely passive instrument, but that, owing to this public
acceptance, while you are doing something with it, it is doing
something with you, or with your intention.51

Thus an ethical use of language entails sensitivity to meaning and to
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grammatical use.

There are numerous factors which go into making quality rhetoric, which

means that obviously these standards are not meant to be applied in some sort

of empirical manner which seeks an objective measurement; rather, Weaver would

say that the way to identify them, at least in part, is through the

application of intuition which is directed by a vision of the ideal. The

ultimate standard, then, which encompasses all, asks if the rhetorician

(critic) is seeking to enlighten and edify as opposed to meeting his own

needs.52

In this stage one could apply some of the standards for ethical

rhetoric gleaned from Weaver's various writings. For example, a critic who

wants to identify what type of argument the speaker is using can turn to

Weaver's hierarchy of arguments and apply it. In doing so, however, the

critic will be not only identifying arguments but applying his own analysis of

their nature in order to determine how to classify them. The same is true

when the critic questions if any other standards are applicable. For

instance, to determine if the rhetorician was pointing to metaphysical truth

by acknowledging the existence of authority whether in specific word choice,

use of arguments, level of adaptation, actual delivery, etc., the critic must

analyze both what is meant by authority and what the rhetorician is saying and

doing. Hence, the process of identifying what elements are at work in a

particular rhetoric is not merely a function of description/reconstruction;

what is identified will be determined by the individual critic's analytical

capacities.

CLASSIFYING CRITICS

A critic's critic could use these Weaverian standards for ethical

rhetoric to assess at what level of criticism the original critic is
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operating. If the standards are applied then the critic is beyond the

descriptive/reconstructive and at the analysis level. Finally, the critic's

critic would ask, does the original critic evLluate how the rhetoric measures

up to the standards. These three levels of criticism indicate types of

critics or, as Weaver sees it, different relationships to culture. For in

working as a critic, one demonstrates a personal relationship to culture and

to metaphysical reality which will be reflected in the critique. Weaver

identifies three possible relationships to culture which can be applied to the

critic: a member of culture, a "foreigner" born outside of culture, or 'a

member of the culture who has to some degree estranged himself from it through

study and reflection." The first person, a member of culture, is surrounded

and influenced by it because " culture is culturing.'" This person's capacity

as a critic is limited because he only "can do something about it to the

extent of carrying it on by living according to its prescriptions."53 Also

this critic often lacks the aesthetic distance necessary for an accurate

picture.

The second kind of critic is one who is outside of culture. These

people "the Greeks called barbaroi--'those speaking a different language.'"

Although they are not of the culture, they may be from another civilized

culture which provides them with "different intellectual and moral bearings. .

. ." Consequently, those outside the culture are ' :noble to empathize with

those in it and cannot understand clearly the motivations of those in the

culture. Nevertheless, as Weaver states, "there is sometimes critical value

in an outside view" because these kind of critics are able to see things from

an objective distance.54

Another type of critic who is also outside of culture is the one who at

one time was a member and is now estranged from that culture. This person has
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a "hope of doing something about a culture that is T...oakening."55 This critic

has the advantages of both those who are members of culture and those who are

foreign to it. Weaver describes this outsider:

He has not lost the intuitive understanding which belongs
to him as a member, but he has added something to that. A
temporary alienation from his culture may be followed by an
intense preoccupation with it, but on a more reflective level
than that of the typical member. He has become sufficiently
aware of what is outside it to see it as a system or an entity.
This person may be a kind of doctor of culture; in one way he is
crippled by his objectivity, but in another way he is helped to
what he must have, point of view and a consciousness of freedom
of movement.56

This "cultural doctor" is thus able to sympathize with the pains of cultural

problems and, at the same time, has the ability to diagnose the cause of the

n-oblem and prescribe proper treatment.

These three types of critics roughly correspond to the three types of

people identified earlier. The cultural doctor demonstrates similarities to

the philosophical doctor. Weaver holds both positions to be the highest and

most desirable because both seem to have a true grasp of reality. The critic

who is a foreigner of the culture, in certain ways, corresponds to the

gentleivan idealist. Both can have positive impact on society but lack vision

of ultimate reality. The third type of critic is the member of the culture

who, therefore, cannot escape everyday participation in it--a sense of

immediacy. This person can be compared to the scientists and "spoiled

children" because of their need to live fur the present, acting on the

sensate level and seeking immediate gratification. Hence, this type of

critic has the least impact, the least desirable conclusions as a critic.

Not only is it possible to use Weaver to label types of critics, but

also to classify their metaphysical dreams. Given the three different stages

of criticism, description/reconstruction, analysis, and evaluation, i4-- is

possible to further type critics by identifying their critical goals as being

16



one of these three. For just as the moral and intellectual character of

rheters is reflected in their words, so is the moral and intellectual

character of the critics reflected in their words. Both are making use of

language for rhetorical purposes, and, as Edwin Black points out, a rhetorical

critic's style is an important part of the kind of criticism produced.57

A (Lill( with the primary goal of description/r..ronqrrnetion, who

phrases the critique in as neutral a way as possible by making no reference to

the value or worth of the rhetoric, is operating with a similar attitude or

"dream" toward reality as the brute "who is the barbarian living amid culture.

n5
.

8 The brute lives by raw experiential sensation and, to a certain

degree, so does a critic whose only concern is description /reconstruction of

the rhetorical situation for the purpose of enhancing understanding about it.

For this type of critic is concerned, therefore, only with what the senses

apprehend, with the identification and collection of various factors. The

descriptive/reconstructive critic might be termed the Weaverian "rhetorical

scientist."

A second type of attitude or dream manifest in the critic is that of

sentimentality. The critic who operates on the analytical level but does not

rise above to the evaluative level corresponds to Weaver's sentimental fool.

Here the critic may recognize that it is necessary to analyze certain data in

order to classify it and dissect the rhetoric. However, this critic bases the

analysis only on personal feelings and experiences with these kind of details.

Oftentimes the evaluation is avoided because of the risks evaluation requires

in revealing a personal value system which means inevitably an intrusion on

someone else's value system. Hence, this "rhetorical gentleman" is still

operating on a sensate level, touching only the periphery of the reality of

the rhetoric.
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Just as the "true man of culture" recognizes a need to be governed by an

unsentimental sentiment which is manifest in general beliefs and specific

ideas about the world, so too the most desirable kind of critic is the one

who evaluates the rhetoric recognizing that evaluation relies on the firm

establishment of description/reconstruction and analysis. This critic is

directed by an intuitive understanding of how things ought to be and, thus, is

able to compare the rhetoric at hand with a spiritual, ideal rhetoric. That

ideal is the ultimate standard of measurement made more tangible in Weaver's

standards for ethical rhetoric. However, as Croft notes, "one does not

'criticize' by finding illustral-ions of standard, pre-conceived forms. He

uses the framework of standard techniques as norms to help discover and

evaluate the ways in which a speaker's use of techniques is distinctive."59

The evaluative critic, then, is not only concerned with effect or with the end

of the rhetoric, but is also interested in the means. Weaver states, "Means

and end are related so intimately that means unavoieIt'y have an influence

upon ends."6° Thus, it is possible for a critic, at one particular time, to

focus on a description of what took place, all the while reflecting elements

of evaluation--if the critic is operating as the preferable "rhetorical

doctor."

CONCLUSIONS

Rhetorical criticism has positive functions which aid in both historical

and creative understanding and which, through the evaluative process, provide

greater impetus for the development of cultural insights into the role of

ethical rhetoric. A Weaverian model for criticism which culminates at an

evaluation level has three stages: the descriptive/reconstructive, the

analytical, and the evaluative stages. These stages are each valuable in

their own right, but they are sanctioned only through the evaluative process.
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It is that evaluative process that the critic's critic is undertaking when he

tries to asses the original critique in light of tao dynamics: the first

dynamic involves critiaueing the original criticism in light of Weaver's model

(assessing at what level the original critic worked), and the second dynamic

requires the critic's critic to ask how the tools, i.e. Weaver's standards,

were applied and how well they were applied.

Thus, Weaverian standards which identify the nature of ethical rhetoric

can be useful tools for the work of criticism and include the following:

1. A rhetorician who defers to the metaphysical reality cf truth,
acknowledging authority and making distinctions which demonstrate the
hierarchical nature of reality is ethically commendable.

2. A rhetorician who is cognizant of the constraints of the specific
audience and the immediate situation is ethically commendable.

3. A rhetorician who consistently uses a higher order of argument is
ethically commendable.

4. A rhetorician who uses rational (in relation to the ideal) ultimate
terms is ethically commendable.

5. A rhetorician who demonstrates sensitivity to language use by
avoiding pseudo-neutral language, making no unwarranted semantic shifts
and using grammar properly is ethically commendable.

By applying the Weaverian model for ethical criticism one finds three

types of rhetorical critics characterized by the three different attitudes.

These correspond to Weaver's identification of types of people within a

culture and their metaphysical dreams or worldviews. By applying the model,

in terms of assessing which stage is the critic's goal, to the critic's

critique,it becomes prssible to classify their attitudes. Based on Weaver's

categories of worldviews and their corresponding label, the following chart

summarizes the classification of critics:

WIUDIMS IABaS RFLATICVMP 10 QUIRE CRITICAL Ta1.10:ALS TYPE OF CRITIC

UnselLatrilia Philosophical doctor Estranged writer/Prue nisr.ber Evalmtion (Based on standards) Rhetorical doctor
Salt:11101C

Sentmmtali ty Gentlerran idealist Foreigner/Sentiaental fool Analysis Rhetorical gentlerran
Brutality Scientas-t!Spoiled child nxiber of culture/Burtarian Description/Recor -tructicn Rhetorical scientist
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The critic who operates consistently as a rhetorical doctor with evaluation,

which uses the five standards for ethical rhetoric, as the goal is an ethical

critic and one to be emulated.

This model demonstrates both that every member of a culture has a

responsibility for what he says, and that what he says is a reflection of who

he is. Criticism, then, becomes an endless process--one might analyze and

critique critic's critic who critiqued the critic who critiqued a particular

rhetorician. In this way all members of society are held responsible for

their words. Because "men are born rhetoricians, 61 rhetorical criticism is

an imncrtant force in society which aids that society by not allowing it to

"lose sight of the order of values as the ultimate sanction of rhetoric."62

Accordingly, that order of values is something which cannot be realistically 4

denied. Those who do try to deny them are operating from, in Weaver's

perspective, a flawed metaphysical dream as well as an incomplete vision of

the way reality is and ought to be. Being able to identify the forces which

shape and motivate human thought and behavior through rhetorical criticism

once again demonstrates the following of Weaver's contentions:

As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he morally and
intellectually. Once this truth is appreciated you find that
you can judge a man not wholly by the specific thing he asks for
but also by the way he asks for it. And the latter insight is
sometimes very revealing."
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